Government of India
Ministry of Overseas Indian Affairs

Akbar Bhawan, Satya Marg, Chankayapuri,
New Delhi, Dated 02 April, 2014

ORDER

Subject: Regarding allocation of work in ES Division of MOIA.

The allocation of work between PGE-I and PGE-II Sections of Emigration Services (ES) Division in the Ministry of Overseas Indian Affairs from 1st April, 2014 will be as follows:

PGE-I Section

- All matters pertaining to RA in the jurisdiction of POE, Delhi, Hydembad, Chandigarh, Chennai, Jaipur & Rae Bareli such as complaints against registered RAs, renewal of RCs, shifting of offices premises/opening Branch Offices, /cancellation of RC on the request of the RA/release of Bank Guarantee/Enhancement of capacity of workers in RC/Change of status of firm, etc. including appeal/Court matters pertaining to the registered RA(s).

PGE-II Section

- All matters pertaining to RA in the jurisdiction of POE, Mumbai, Kolkata, Cochin & Trivandrum such as complaints against registered RAs, renewal of RCs, shifting of offices premises/opening Branch Offices, /cancellation of RC on the request of the RA/release of Bank Guarantee/Enhancement of capacity of workers in RC/Change of status of firm, etc. including appeal/Court matters pertaining to registered RA(s).

2. This issues with the approval of the Protector General of Emigrants/ Registering Authority.

(Sami Ahmad Khan)
Under Secretary to the Govt. of India
Tel. No. 011-241927924

Distribution:

1. PS to HMOIA
2. Sr. PPS to Secretary, MOI
3. All Officers and Sections in MOIA
4. All Protectors of Emigrants
5. MOIA’s website